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Abstract

To assess the relationship between dietary intake of antioxidants (vitamin C, vitamin E, b-carotene, lutein, flavonoids and lignans) and

cognitive decline at middle age, analyses were performed on data from the population based Doetinchem Cohort Study. Habitual diet

and cognitive function were assessed twice with a 5-year interval in 2613 persons aged 43–70 year at baseline (1995–2002). Diet was

assessed with a validated 178-item semi-quantitative FFQ. Cognitive function was assessed with a neuropsychological test battery,

consisting of the 15 Words Learning Test, the Stroop Test, the Word Fluency test, and the Letter Digit Substitution Test. Scores on

global cognitive function, memory, processing speed, and cognitive flexibility were calculated. In regression analyses, quintiles of anti-

oxidant intake were associated with change in cognitive domain scores. Results showed that higher lignan intake was linearly associated

with less decline in global cognitive function (P¼0·01), memory (P,0·01) and processing speed (P¼0·04), with about two times less

declines in the highest v. the lowest quintile. In the lowest quintile of vitamin E intake, decline in memory was twice as fast as in all

higher quintiles (P,0·01). Global cognitive decline in the highest lutein intake group was greater than in the lowest intake group

(P,0·05). Higher flavonoid intake was associated with greater decline in cognitive flexibility (P for trend¼0·04). Intakes of other anti-

oxidants were not associated with cognitive decline. We conclude that within the range of a habitual dietary intake, higher intake of lignans

is associated with less cognitive decline at middle age.
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Ageing-related neurodegenerative diseases can be due to

failure of protective mechanisms caused by dietary

deficiencies, for instance in antioxidants(1). Antioxidants may

help to neutralize tissue-damaging free radicals, which

become more prevalent with age(2). Therefore, higher dietary

antioxidant intake may slow down the damaging effects of

free radicals on neurons and thereby protect against neuro-

degenerative diseases, such as dementia.

This hypothesis has been tested in several studies associating

dietary antioxidant intake with cognitive function: in a few

studies(3–5) with cognitive decline in the elderly(6–9), and in a

few others with incidence of dementia(10–13). Results were

varying, with no or favourable associations for higher antioxidant

intake.Cross-sectional associationswith cognitive functionarenot

readily translated into cause and effect relationships. Associations

with change incognitive function ina relativelyyoungandhealthy

population give better insight into potential preventive measures

to slowdown cognitive decline.Furthermore, it is possible that the

elderly who developed clinical dementia during follow-up,

already had had sub-clinical deteriorated cognitive function at

baseline,which, in turn,mighthave influenced already thedietary

intake of these elderly subjects. In addition, prevention of

disease is more likely in a younger cohort(11). Therefore, it is

important to study associations between antioxidant intake and

cognitive decline in a relative young and healthy population.

In three of the above-mentioned studies, the Dutch

Rotterdam study (55 þ years)(12), the French Supplementation

in Vitamins and Mineral Antioxidants (SU.VI.MAX) study

(45–60 years)(3,4), and the US Atherosclerosis Risk in Commu-

nities (ARIC) study (48–67 years)(5), dietary antioxidant intake
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was examined in relation to cognitive function of middle-aged

populations. However, in these studies dietary intake was

assessed only once, and in two of the studies(3–5), cognitive

function too was measured only once. The present study, in

contrast, assessed dietary intake and cognitive function both

at baseline and at follow-up. Therefore, it was possible to

achieve a more robust measure of habitual (long-term) dietary

intake and to study the related cognitive decline as well. It was

hypothesized for the study that persons with higher

habitual intake of dietary antioxidants would experience less

cognitive decline at middle age.

Subjects and methods

Population

The Doetinchem Cohort Study(14) is an ongoing prospective

study initially carried out among a representative sample of

12 405 men and women aged 20–59 years during the first exami-

nation (1987–91). A random sample of 7769 of these

participants were re-invited for the second (1993–7), the third

(1998–2002) and the fourth (2003–7) examinations. Response

rates varied from 75 to 79 %. All participants gave written

informed consent. The study was approved by the external

Medical Ethics Committee of the Dutch TNO Research Institute

according to the guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration. Details

on the Doetinchem Cohort Study can be found elsewhere(14).

In 1995, the Doetinchem Cohort Study introduced cognitive

testing for participants aged 45 years and older. A total of 3350

respondents aged 43–70 years participated for the first time in

cognitive testing between 1995 and 2002 ( ¼ baseline measure-

ment cognitive function), and 2690 of them (80 %) participated

again in cognitive testing 5 years later. Participants who had

reported to have had a stroke (n 77) were excluded, leaving a

total of 2613 participants (1288 men and 1325 women) who

provided two cognitive measurements for the present analyses.

Measurements

Cognitive tests. Theneuropsychological test battery consisted

of four subtests: the 15 Words Learning Test, the Stroop

Test, the Word Fluency test, and the Letter Digit Substitution

Test. These tests are described in more detail elsewhere(15).

The tests are sensitive to age, including the middle-age range.

They are robust in detecting age-related impairment, even at

middle age, and have been used in several other large-scale

studies on cognitive function(16–18).

Antioxidant intake. At baseline and at follow-up, a

validated self-administered semi-quantitative FFQ, developed

for the European Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition

(EPIC), was used to assess the habitual consumption of

178 food items during the previous year(19,20). Dietary intakes

of vitamin C, vitamin E and b-carotene were calculated based

on the contemporary Dutch Food Composition Database(21).

Dietary intakes of flavonoids (flavonols, flavons, and

catechins) and the most important lignans (lariciresinol,

pinoresinol, secoisolariciresinol, and matairesinol) were

based on food analyses carried out specifically for these

substances(22–26). Dietary intake of lutein was calculated

based on the online version of the Dutch Food Composition

Database (2013)(27). Supplemental intakes of vitamins C and E

were assessed based on the questionnaire data (self-report).

Covariates. Information on demographic characteristics

(e.g. age, educational level), lifestyle factors (e.g. smoking,

physical activity), medical history of chronic diseases and

medication used was collected using standardized question-

naires at baseline and at follow-up. Educational level was

assessed as the highest level reached over follow-up and

classified into five categories, ranging from primary school

to higher vocational or university education. Smoking status

was defined as being a never-smoker, ex-smoker (quit

before baseline), quitter (quit between baseline and follow-

up), starter (between baseline and follow-up) or persistent

smoker over follow-up, and the number of life-long pack

years smoked was computed. Based on the physical activity

questionnaire(28), physical activity was classified into four

categories: inactive, moderately inactive, moderately active,

and active (Cambridge Physical Activity Index)(29). Based on

the FFQ(19,20) total energy intake was computed on the basis

of nutritional values in the Dutch Food Composition

Database(21). Mental quality of life was assessed with the

Dutch version(30) of the SF-36(31). During the physical

examination at the research centre, height, weight, waist

circumference and blood pressure were measured, and non-

fasting blood samples were obtained, to determine serum

total and HDL cholesterol(14).

Statistical methods

Mean intakes of the specific antioxidants were computed over

baseline and follow-up, in order to obtain more stable estimates

of habitual intakes. Mean intakes were subsequently classified

into quintiles. For vitamin C and vitamin E, supplement users

were classified in the highest quintile of intake.

For each cognitive test, a standardized z-score was computed

at baseline and at follow-up, on the basis of the means and

standard deviations of the test scores at baseline. Based on the

neuropsychological test battery were computed a global

cognitive function score (all tests) and scores on three specific

cognitive domains, viz., memory function (the 15 Words

Learning Test), speed of cognitive processes (the Stroop Test

and the Letter Digit Substitution Test), and cognitive flexibility

(i.e. higher order information processing; the Stroop Test)(15).

Domain-specific cognitive functions at baseline could be

assessed for 2581 (global cognitive function) up to 2604

(cognitive flexibility) participants. Change in cognitive

function score (follow-up score minus baseline score) could

be calculated for 2559 (global cognitive function) up to 2597

(memory function) participants.

In addition, mean cognitive decline over follow-up was

computed for each quintile of antioxidant intake, and

compared between quintiles using ANCOVA (PROC GLM in

SAS; SAS Institute, Inc.). For P for trend analyses, the participants

were assigned the median for their quintile, and then linear

regression analyses were performed on these medians in relation

to change in cognitive function(32). In all the analyses done,
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adjustments were made for age, sex, level of education, all other

antioxidant intakes (including vitamin C and vitamin E sup-

plement use), total energy intake, smoking (status and pack

years), physical activity, waist circumference, mental quality of

life, and baseline cognitive function. The selection of potential

covariants was based on past literature and theoretical consider-

ations. These covariants were then tested in the regression

models. Potential confounders that did not influence the associ-

ation between antioxidant intake and cognitive decline were

not included in the presented models. Diabetes, heart disease,

hypertension, hypercholesterolemia and hormone replacement

therapy (in women) did not essentially change associations and

were therefore not included in the analyses.

We tested for interaction between antioxidant intake and

subgroups of sex (men/women), age (younger v. older than

60 years), level of education (low/high), or smoking

(smoker at baseline yes/no). No interaction effects were

observed at P,0·10. Also, we tested whether associations

were different when we took along total vitamin C and

vitamin E intake (total of dietary and supplemental intake),

instead of dietary intake adjusted for supplemental intake.

Since associations were not essentially different, results of

only dietary intake are considered in the present paper.

Associations or differences between quintiles were regarded

as significant at P,0·05. All analyses were performed using

SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc.).

Results

Participants were on average 55 years old at baseline. Mean

follow-up was 5·0 (SD 0·1) years. Persons who scored below

the mean on global cognitive function were older, more often

male and less educated than persons who scored above the

mean (Table 1). Mean intakes of vitamin C, b-carotene, flavo-

noids and lignans were marginally lower, and mean intake of

vitamin E was slightly higher in the group that scored below

the mean on global cognitive function compared to the group

that scored above the mean on global cognitive function.

Median dietary intakes in the lowest and the highest quintile

of intake (excluding supplemental intake) were 65 and

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population, by low or high global cognitive function at baseline (Doetinchem
Cohort Study 1995–2007)

(Mean values and standard deviations; percentages)

All (n 2613)

Baseline global
cognitive function
below the mean

(n 1255)*

Baseline global
cognitive function
above the mean

(n 1326)*

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age (years) 55·3 6·9 57·2 7·1 53·4 6·1
Sex (% women) 50·7 44·5 56·9
Level of education (% low educated)† 32·0 48·7 16·1
Cognitive function domain scores (z-scores)‡

Global cognitive function (n 2581) 0·00 0·72 20·59 0·45 0·57 0·42
Memory function (n 2602) 0·00 0·94 20·62 0·73 0·60 0·70
Speed of cognitive processes (n 2598) 0·00 0·84 20·49 0·73 0·47 0·64
Cognitive flexibility (n 2604) 0·00 1·00 20·54 0·93 0·51 0·77

Total energy intake (MJ/d) 9·0 2·3 9·1 2·4 8·8 2·2
Vitamin C intake (mg/d)§ 111 45 108 46 113 44
Vitamin E intake (mg/d)§ 13 5 13 5 13 5
b-Carotene intake (mg/d) 1480 593 1475 649 1489 537
Lutein (mg/d) 1796 784 1844 830 1752 731
Flavonoid intake (mg/d) 62 43 59 42 64 43
Lignan intake (mg/d) 1017 262 997 265 1038 256
Vitamin C supplements (% users) 19·0 17·1 21·1
Vitamin E supplements (% users) 4·3 4·1 4·6
Smoking (%) 22·0 21·9 22·0
Physical activity (% inactive){ 25·0 26·5 23·4
Alcohol consumption (glasses/d) 1·4 1·6 1·3 1·6 1·4 1·5
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 131 18 134 18 128 17
Hypertension (%) 35·5 40·8 30·1
Total cholesterol (mmol/l) 5·85 1·01 5·88 1·03 5·81 0·99
HDL cholesterol (mmol/l)

Men 1·22 0·32 1·21 0·33 1·23 0·32
Women 1·53 0·39 1·48 0·37 1·57 0·39

Waist circumference (cm)
Men 98·7 9·2 99·9 9·5 97·2 8·6
Women 89·5 11·0 92·1 11·3 87·5 10·3

* A valid score on global cognitive function was available for 2581 of the 2613 participants.
† Primary school or lower vocational education as highest attained level.
‡ Higher score ¼ better.
§ Excluding supplement intake.
{Being classified as inactive or moderately inactive, according to the Cambridge Physical Activity Index(28).
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148 mg/d for vitamin C, 8 and 18 mg/d for vitamin E, 952 and

2070mg/d for b-carotene, 19 and 114 mg/d for flavonoids,

1039 and 2617mg/d for lutein, and 733 and 1350mg/d for

lignans.

Higher intake of lignans was associated with less decline

in global cognitive function (P for trend¼0·01), memory

(P for trend,0·01) and speed of cognitive processes (P for

trend¼0·05) over follow up. Persons in the lowest quintile

of lignan intake had a 3·5 times greater decline in global

cognitive function, a six times greater decline in memory,

and a two times greater decline in speed of cognitive pro-

cesses compared to persons in the highest quintile (Table 2).

However, these results were partly driven by baseline differ-

ences in cognitive function between the quintiles of lignan

intake. To illustrate this, baseline and follow-up levels of cog-

nitive function in each quintile of lignan intake are presented

in Fig. 1. This figure shows linear associations between lignan

intake and all cognitive domains at baseline, as well as decline

in all cognitive domains over follow-up. Based on these data,

cognitive decline in the lowest quintile of lignan intake is

about twice the decline in the highest quintile. For the other

antioxidants, the observed associations were not consistent.

No associations between intakes of vitamin C and b-carotene

and cognitive decline were observed. For vitamin E, no linear

Table 2. Adjusted† associations between habitual intake of antioxidants and change in cognitive function (z-scores) (Doetinchem Cohort Study,
1995–2007)

(Median values and ranges; mean changes)

Quintiles of intake

P for trend‡I (low) II III IV V (high)

Vitamin C Median consumption in category (mg/d)§ 65 87 108 128 148
Range 20–76 76–97 98–118 118–144 41–308
n 416 430 433 415 919{

Global 20·09 20·04 20·12 20·07 20·10 0·29
Memory 20·13 20·10 20·19 20·08 20·13 0·85
Speed 20·11 20·10 20·16 20·14 20·12 0·51
Flexibility 20·06 0·00 20·13 20·10 20·10 0·07

Vitamin E Median consumption in category (mg/d) 8 11 12 14 18
Range 5–10 10–11 11–13 13–16 6–39
n 498 512 497 497 609{

Global 20·12 20·08 20·09 20·07 20·08 0·26
Memory 20·22 20·10** 20·11* 20·11* 20·09* 0·07
Speed 20·13 20·10 20·15 20·12 20·13 0·64
Flexibility 20·10 20·09 20·10 20·07 20·06 0·28

b-Carotene Median consumption in category (mg/d) 952 1205 1419 1653 2070
Range 290–1093 1093–1321 1321–1526 1526–1801 1803–5848
n 522 523 523 523 522

Global 20·08 20·11 20·09 20·07 20·08 0·49
Memory 20·10 20·16 20·16 20·07 20·14 0·98
Speed 20·09 20·13 20·14 20·14 20·12 0·46
Flexibility 20·06 20·11 20·05 20·10 20·10 0·45

Lutein Median consumption in category (mg/d) 1039 1394 1678 2009 2617
Range 372–1249 1249–1538 1538–1835 1835–2246 2247–5713
n 522 523 523 523 522

Global 20·06 20·09 20·10 20·08 20·11* 0·10
Memory 20·10 20·13 20·15 20·11 20·13 0·60
Speed 20·12 20·12 20·17 20·11 20·11 0·59
Flexibility 20·07 20·07 20·08 20·09 20·12 0·21

Flavonoids Median consumption in category (mg/d) 19 36 53 75 114
Range 3–27 27–43 43–63 63–91 91–272
n 522 523 523 523 522

Global 20·08 20·08 20·05 20·10 20·11 0·18
Memory 20·11 20·11 20·09 20·16 20·15 0·35
Speed 20·12 20·11 20·11 20·14 20·15 0·27
Flexibility 20·04 20·08 20·05 20·11 20·14* 0·04

Lignans Median consumption in category (mg/d) 733 894 1013 1143 1350
Range 415–822 822–951 951–1078 1079–1231 1231–2337
n 522 523 523 523 522

Global 20·14 20·11 20·07* 20·08 20·04* 0·01
Memory 20·24 20·16 20·10** 20·08** 20·04** ,0·01
Speed 20·15 20·16 20·11 20·13 20·07 0·05
Flexibility 20·14 20·10 20·07 20·07 20·03 0·06

Value was significantly different from that of lowest quintile: *P,0·05, **P,0·01.
† Mean changes in quintiles and P for trend are adjusted for age, sex, level of education, baseline cognitive function, all other antioxidant intakes (including supplement use),

total energy intake, smoking, physical activity, waist circumference, and mental quality of life.
‡ P for trend is calculated over medians of dietary antioxidant intake in the quintiles.
§ Excluding supplement intake.
{For vitamin C and vitamin E, supplement users are classified in the highest quintile of intake.
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trend was observed, but memory of persons in the lowest

quintile declined about two times greater than that of persons

in all other quintiles (P,0·01). Participants with a higher

intake of flavonoids showed greater decline in cognitive flexi-

bility (P for trend¼0·04). For lutein, global cognitive decline

for the highest intake group was greater than the decline in

the lowest intake group (P,0·05) (Table 2).

Discussion

In the present study, habitual dietary intake of antioxidants

(vitamin C, vitamin E, b-carotene, lutein, flavonoids and lig-

nans) was examined in relation to change in cognitive func-

tion. Higher lignan intake was strikingly associated with

lower decline in global cognitive function, memory function,

and speed of cognitive processes. For vitamin E, greater

memory decline was observed in the lowest quintile com-

pared to all other quintiles. None of the other antioxidants

was consistently associated with cognitive decline.

The major strengths of the present study are the prospective

design, the relatively young and healthy participants and the

use of a sensitive cognitive test battery. It investigated habitual

dietary intake, not short term supplementation with certain

micronutrients as performed in most trials. In addition to the

extensive FFQ, the Doetinchem Cohort Study has an extensive

spectrum of variables assessed during the repeated measure-

ments, making it possible to adjust for a wide range of

potential confounders. In a recent review, Crichton et al.(33)

recommended that ‘future studies should utilise thorough

neuropsychological testing across a range of cognitive

functions, include younger individuals, have multiple follow

ups, and assess multiple classes of antioxidants’. The present

study had satisfied all these recommendations.

One of the drawbacks of long-term cohort studies such as

the present one is the dropping-out of participants enrolled

at the beginning of the study. The 80 % response at follow-

up of the present study is quite high; nevertheless it leads to

some selection of a healthier sample. The results of such a

bias may be that the associations observed underestimate

the ‘true’ associations.

In three studies viz., the Dutch Rotterdam study

(55 þ years)(12), the French SU.VI.MAX study (45–60

years)(3,4), and the US ARIC study (48–67 years)(5), dietary

antioxidant intake was investigated in relation to cognitive

function in a middle-aged population. In the Rotterdam

study, higher dietary intake of vitamin C and E at middle

age was associated with lower incidence of Alzheimer’s dis-

ease over the next 6 years. Among smokers, higher flavonoid

and b-carotene intake were associated with lower incidence

of Alzheimer’s disease(12). We did not observe in the present

study such associations between dietary intake of these anti-

oxidants and cognitive decline at middle age, although low

vitamin E intake was associated with greater memory decline.

In the SU.VI.MAX study, cognitive function was measured at

follow-up, 13 years after the assessment of dietary intake(3,4).

Supplementation with antioxidant vitamins and minerals was

positively associated with verbal memory (in non-smokers

and persons with a low serum vitamin C status only) and

executive function(4). However, supplemental antioxidant

intakes were much higher than what can be obtained from
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a habitual diet. In the same study, higher total flavonoid intake

at baseline was associated with better verbal memory

function, but not (or mostly oppositely) with executive

function, while lignan intake was associated with better cogni-

tive function in the basic model only (adjusted for age and

sex)(3). We also observed in the present study a detrimental

association between higher flavonoid intake and decline in

cognitive flexibility, but more strikingly, we observed strong

beneficial associations between higher lignan intake and

cognitive decline (especially memory) over follow-up. Differ-

ences in results between the present study and the SU.VI.MAX

study may be due to different nutritional databases. In the

SU.VI.MAX study more subgroups of flavonoids were taken

along and intakes of catechins, flavones and flavonols were

much higher compared with the present study. In contrast,

total intake of lignans in the SU.VI.MAX was about half of

the intake of lignans in the present study. Finally, in the

ARIC study, cross-sectional associations of carotenoids,

vitamin C and vitamin E intake and cognitive function were

evaluated, but no consistent associations were observed(5).

Two reviews on the association between dietary anti-

oxidants and cognitive decline in older populations concluded

that there is a possible, but no consistent protective

association between dietary antioxidants and cognitive

decline(33,34). In a meta-analysis, pooled relative risks

suggested that higher intakes of vitamin C, vitamin E and

b-carotene could lower the risk of Alzheimer’s disease(35).

Most pronounced beneficial associations were observed for

vitamin E, followed by vitamin C and b-carotene; this is in

line with the results of the present study.

Smoking increases strongly oxidative stress, and it has been

hypothesized that relatively weak associations with anti-

oxidants may not be found in the case of smokers(36).

However, in the Rotterdam study, associations were most

pronounced in smokers(12). In the present study, results

were not different for smokers and non-smokers.

The present study did not find (strong) associations

between habitual dietary intakes of specific antioxidants and

cognitive decline (except for lignans). This may be because

there is no association between antioxidant intake and

cognitive decline at middle age, as was also observed in

other studies in both middle-aged and elderly popu-

lations(37–40). However, some methodological considerations

should be pointed out. It may be that the variation in the

amount of antioxidant intake was too small to observe an

effect. In a recent review on vitamin C for the prevention of

age-related cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s disease, it was

concluded that avoiding vitamin C deficiency is likely to be

more beneficial than taking supplemental intake on top of a

normal, healthy diet(41). In the present study, only few persons

had a suboptimal vitamin C intake, but low vitamin E intake

was associated with stronger cognitive decline. Higher dietary

vitamin E intake did not have added value, but users of

vitamin E supplements (4·3 % of the participants) had lower

decline in memory function (P¼0·01) and global cognitive

function (P¼0·04) than non-users (data not shown). Possibly

the duration of the follow-up might have been too short to

detect an association. The observed association between

higher flavonoid intake and greater decline in cognitive

flexibility was not expected, and observed for only one of

the cognitive domains. Although this observation was consist-

ent with results of the SU.VI.MAX study(3), this might be a

chance finding.

Lutein which is mainly found in green vegetables is the

predominant carotenoid in human brain tissue and may play

a role in the maintenance of cognitive abilities through its anti-

oxidation and anti-inflammation properties(42). However, the

present study did not find beneficial associations between

lutein intake and cognitive decline. Moreover, the global

cognitive decline for the highest intake group was greater

than the decline in the lowest intake group. Also at baseline,

cognitive performance in the highest lutein intake group

was statistically significantly lower than that in the lower

intake groups for speed and flexibility (data not shown).

These results are not in line with conclusions of a recent

review on the role of lutein in cognitive function. Possibly,

lutein supplementation is needed to find such beneficial

associations(43).

The present authors observed consistent beneficial

associations between habitual lignan intake and cognitive

decline, especially memory decline. Differences between the

lowest and the highest quintile of lignan intake were similar

to or even larger than the difference in cognitive decline

between smokers and non-smokers(44). Moreover, already at

baseline a statistically significant positive trend in memory

function and global cognitive function was observed over

the quintiles of lignan intake (see also Fig. 1). Lignan intake

had strongest association with memory decline as opposed

to associations with decline in other cognitive domains. A

statistical reason for this effect could be the observation that

cognitive decline and its standard deviation, expressed in

z-scores, were largest for memory decline. However, higher

lignan intake was already found associated with better

memory function at baseline (when all functions were standar-

dized into z-scores). Therefore, results suggest a possible

protective effect of higher lignan intake on cognitive decline,

which is most pronounced for age-related memory decline.

Most important sources of lignans were beverages

(tea, coffee), vegetables (cabbages), and nuts and seeds(45).

Based merely on observational data, we cannot attribute the

beneficial effect to lignans: lignan intake may just have been

a proxy measure for a cognitively healthy diet of the present

population. However, there are also indications that a higher

lignan intake may be responsible for any cognition-preserving

effects. The studied plant lignans are the ones that are most

efficiently converted into enterolignans by the intestinal

microflora(46). Enterolignans possess several biological activi-

ties, e.g. antioxidant and oestrogen-like activities by which

they may reduce the risk of chronic diseases(47).

Therefore, beneficial effects of antioxidants as found in

animal studies(48) could actually have been the result of higher

lignan intake: the high antioxidant fruits (blueberry, boy-

senberry, cranberry, black currant, strawberry, dried plums,

grape) and vegetable (spinach) as used in these studies are

also rich sources of lignans and other phyto-oestrogens(26,49).

Also a cross-sectional study on postmenopausal women
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observed a beneficial association between lignan intake and

cognitive function(50). Compared with, e.g. vitamins C and E,

lignans contribute only a little to total antioxidant intake.

Therefore, we hypothesize that the phyto-oestrogen capacity

of lignans may be responsible for the observed beneficial

effects. In earlier studies, consistent beneficial associations

between the consumption of cabbage(15), nuts(15), and red

wine(51) and cognitive decline were observed. These foods are

typically rich sources of lignans and stilbenes (synthesized

from resveratrol), another family of phyto-oestrogens(49).

In conclusion, within the intake range of a habitual diet, most

antioxidants were not consistently associated with cognitive

decline over time. In contrast, higher habitual intake of lignans

was consistently associated with lower cognitive decline at

middle age. If confirmed by further studies, elevation of the

amount of habitual consumption of foods rich in lignans could

be one of the future nutritional recommendations for reducing

cognitive decline at middle age; and it may eventually delay or

prevent the onset of dementia.
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